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First, reject anything that is supernatural and contrary to 

reason. 

Problem-the objective standard of the Word of God is 

denied. 

Secondly, rely on the guidance of some inner light in the 

heart.  Depend upon feelings, intuitions, and internal 

sensations. 

Problem-the basis of authority is a person’s feelings and 

not the objective standard of the Word of God.  Feelings 

can change and so will interpretations. 

Thirdly, prophecy is full of dark meanings and must be 

aided by extra-biblical sources such as church councils, 

religious founders and leaders, and theological 

presuppositions. 

Problem-extra-biblical sources corrupt the text and its 

meaning.  The Holy Spirit only inspired the text of the 

Bible and not these extra-biblical writings. 

Fourthly, particular theological ideas will determine how 

prophecy is interpreted.   

Problem-combining literal interpretation with 

spiritualization of prophetic texts.   
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Fifthly, interpret prophecy using the literal method; also 

called the Grammatical-Historical Method.  To interpret 

literally means to explain the original sense of the speaker 

or writer according to the normal, customary, and proper 

uses of words and language.  The accepted rules or 

grammar and rhetoric as well as the factual historical and 

cultural data of Bible times must also be considered. 

2. General comments on characteristics of prophecy 

1).  Time factors 

       Isaiah 53:3- 

       Isaiah 53:5- 

2).  Events grouped together which do not happen together 

in time 

Isaiah 9:6-7- 

 

3).  The prophets did not always understand the messages 

they proclaimed 

1 Peter 1:10-12- 

 

Daniel 12:8-9- 
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3. Apocalyptic literature 

The most difficult type of prophetic literature to interpret 

Found in parts of Daniel, Revelation, Isaiah, Ezekiel, Joel, 

Zephaniah, Zechariah 

Much is in poetic form 

Dealing with history in the broadest sense 

It is literary genre which interprets earthly events, 

especially the struggles of God’s people, as manifestations 

of the heavenly warfare between God and the forces of 

evil, and depicts the coming ultimate victory of God over 

these forces by means of highly symbolic images.  

(McCartney and Clayton, Let the Reader Understand, 226) 

4. Characteristics of apocalyptic literature 

1).  God’s revelation given by means of visions or dreams.  

Revelation 4:1-2 

2).  Filled with extravagant symbolism 

*Nations are represented as wild beasts   

Daniel 7:3-8- 

Daniel 7:16-21- 

*Leaders called rams and bulls or horns 
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Daniel 8 

*Symbolic use of numbers 

Revelation 5:6 

*Symbols may remain obscure and hard to identify, but 

God’s people are encouraged because God’s victory is 

sure 

3).  Speaks about the spirit world 

 

4).  Reveals that the present age is terminated by the 

coming of the Messiah and the Messianic Age 

Revelation 11:15- 

5).  Presents a strong emphasis on holy living 

Questions for discussion 

1. What have you learned from this message that will 

encourage you to study your Bible? 

2. How does study of prophecy encourage you in your 

Christian life? 

3. Why must we seek to interpret prophetic passages 

literally? 

4. How might you use prophecy to share the message of 

Christ with people? 

5. How has God blessed you in this past week as you 

have spent time in the Word of God and prayer? 


